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Spectral theory and inverse problems on
asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds
By
Hiroshi ISOZAKI and Yaroslav KURYLEV
Abstract
We shall study spectral properties of Laplace-Beltrami operators on non-compact mani-
folds having asymptotically hyperbolic ends. We introduce a space of solutions of the associated
Helmholtz equation and the S-matrix by observing the asymptotic behavior of solutions at in-
nity. We then show that this S-matrix determines the Riemannian metric.
x 1. Spectral and scattering theory on hyperbolic manifolds
Spectral theory for continuous spectrum of Laplace-Beltrami operators on asymp-
totically hyperbolic manifolds has a long history. Apart from the classical works of
Selberg [Se56], Roelcke [Roe66] and Faddeev [Fa67], new issues have been presented on
the basis of the development of spectral and scattering theory for Schrodinger opera-
tors. Colin de Verdiere [Col81] discussed the analytic continuation of Eisenstein series
by that of resolvent on hyperbolic spaces. Agmon [Ag86] used modern spectral theories
for this problem. Hislop [His94] used Mourre's commutator theory to prove the resol-
vent estimates for the Laplacian on hyperbolic spaces. The scattering metric proposed
by Melrose [Me95] aims at constructing a general calculus on non-compact manifolds
on which the scattering theory is developed. Melrose' theory includes the following
model. Let M be a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with boundary. As-
sume that near the boundary, M is dieomorphic to M  (0; 1), M being a compact
n  1-dimensional manifold, and introduce the following metric
ds2 =
(dy)2 +A(x; y; dx; dy)
y2
; 0 < y < 1; x 2M;
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where A(x; y; dx; dy) is a symmetirc covariant tensor such that as y ! 0
(1.1) A(x; y; dx; dy)  A0(x; dx) + yA1(x; dx; dy) + y2A2(x; dx; dy) +    ;
A0 being the Riemannian metric on M . This generalizes the upper half-space model of
the hyperbolic space. Spectral structures of the associated Laplace-Beltarmi operator
were studied by Mazzeo [Ma88] and Mazzeo-Melrose [MaMe87]. Related inverse problem
was studied by Joshi-Sa Barreto [JoSaBa00]. In particular, Sa Barreto [SaBa05] proved
that the coincidence of the scattering operators gives rise to an isometry of associated
metrics. Here the essential role is played by the boundary control method initiated by
Belishev and developed by Belishev-Kurylev [Be87], [Be97], [BeKu92], which makes it
possible to reconstruct a Riemannian manifold from the boundary spectral data of the
associated Laplace-Beltrami operator.
A feature of Melrose' theory is that it proves the analytic continuation of the
resolvent of Laplace-Beltrami operator for a broad class of metric so that it enables us
to study the resonance, another important subject in spectral and scattering theory.
Let us mention the recent article of Borthwick [Bo07] which studies the inverse problem
related to the resonance based on Melrose's theory.
In the case of the Schrodinger operator  +V (x) on Rn, the behavior of solutions
to the Schrodinger equation has a clear dierence depending on the decay order of the
potential at innity. If we assume that V (x) = O(jxj ); jxj ! 1, the border line is
the case  = 1. This is also true on hyperbolic spaces. The dierence occurs in the
case  = 1 of the decay order d h , where dh denotes the hyperbolic distance. In (1.1),
y corresponds to e dh . Hence from the view point of perturbation theory, the theory
of scattering metric deals with the case in which the perturbation term is expanded as
the power of e dh .
This paper is a resume of the lecture notes [IK09], in which we are aiming at
developing the spectral theory and inverse problems on the asymptotically hyperbolic
manifolds. We shall deal with the general short-range peturbation of the Riemannian
metric, i.e. the one which converges to the standard hyperblic metric in the order
O(d 1 h ) at innity. As the starting point, we prove the limiting absorption principle, or
the existence of the boundary values of the resovent ( g i0) 1 for  2 cont( g).
For the proof, we employ the classical method of integration by parts due to Eidus [Ei69].
Although it is elementary, it enables us to obtain better results as far as the resovent
estimates are concerned. We then constrcuct the generalized Fourier transform and
characterize the solution space of the Helmholtz equation, by using which we introduce
the S-matrix. Our ultimate goal is the inverse problem, i.e. reconstruction of the
Riemannian metric from the S-matrix. For this purpose, we adopt the boundary control
method (BC-method) of Belishev-Kurylev.
We tried to make our notes as elementary as possible so that one can approach this
problem without any deep preliminary knowledge, which made the notes more than 200
pages long. So, we explain here the outline of the theory by giving precise statements
of Lemmas and Theorems, leaving all the details in [IK09].
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x 2. Summary of results
We shall study an n-dimensional connected Riemannian manifold M written as a
union of open sets:
M = K [M1 [    [MN :
The basic assumptions are as follows:
(A-1) K is compact.
(A-2) Mi \Mj = ;; i 6= j.
(A-3) Each Mi, i = 1;    ; N , is dieomorphic either to M0 = M  (0; 1) or to
M1 =M  (1;1), M being a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n 1. Here
the manifold M is allowed to be dierent for each i.
(A-4) On each Mi, the Riemannian metric ds2 has the following form
ds2 = y 2
 
(dy)2 + h(x; dx) +A(x; y; dx; dy)

;
A(x; y; dx; dy) =
n 1X
i;j=1
aij(x; y)dxidxj + 2
n 1X
i=1
ain(x; y)dxidy + ann(x; y)(dy)2;
where h(x; dx) =
Pn 1
i;j=1 hij(x)dx
idxj is a positive denite metric onM , and aij(x; y); 1 
i; j  n, satises the following condition
(2.1) j eDxDmy a(x; y)j  Cm(1 + j log yj) m 1 0 ; 8;m
for some 0 > 0. Here Dy = y@y, and eDx = ~y(y)@x, ~y(y) 2 C1((0;1)) such that
~y(y) = y for y > 2 and ~y(y) = 1 for 0 < y < 1.
Letting g be the Laplace-Beltrami operator ofM, we consider the following wave
equation (








where f is orthogonal to the point spectral subspace for  g. Then the wave disappears
from any compact set in M, and on each end Mj , it will behave like
ku(t)  u()j (t)k ! 0; as t! 1;




j = g0j u
()
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g0j being the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the metric y
 2 (dy)2+hj(x; dx).
The scattering operator S assigns the asymptotic data in the remote future to that in
the remote past that:
S :  f ( )1 ;    ; f ( )N !  f (+)1 ;    ; f (+)N :
The inverse scattering is an attempt to recover the metric of M from the scattering
operator S. To study this problem, we rst investigate the spectral properties of  g.
Namely
 Location of the essential spectrum.
 Absence of eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum when one of the ends
is regular, i.e. one Mi is dieomorphic to M  (0; 1).
 Discreteness of embedded eigenvalues in the continuous spectrum when all the ends
are cusps, i.e. Mi is dieomorphic to M  (1;1).
 Limiting absorption principle for the resolvent and the absolute continuity of the
continuous spectrum.
Oue next issue is the forward problem. Namely
 Construction of the generalized Fourier transform associated with  g.
 Asymptotic completeness of time-dependent wave operators.
 Characterization of the space of scattering solutions to the Helmhotz equation in
terms of the generalized Fourier transform.
 Asymptotic expansion of scattering solutions to the Helmholtz equation and the
S-matrix.
As a byproduct, we also study
 Representation of the fundamental solution to the wave equation.
 Radon transform and the propagation of singularities for the wave equation.
Finally, we shall discuss the inverse problem. Namely
 Identication of the Riemannian metric from the scattering matrix.
We show that two asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds satisfying the above assumptions
are isometric, if the metrics coincide on one regular end, and also the S-matrices coincide
on that end.
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The main part of our results is proved under weaker decay assumption on the metric.
By examining the proof, we see that the forward and inverse problem of scattering can
be solved under the assumption
(2.2) j eDxDmy a(x; y)j  Cm(1 + j log yj) 1 0 ; 8;m
instead of (2.1).
x 3. Besov type spaces
The Besov type space introduced by Agmon-Hormander [AgHo76] furnishes a nat-
ural framework to characterize solutions to the Helmholtz equation. We dene this
space for the hyperbolic space Hn.
We introduce an auxiliary Hilbert space H endowed with norm k k. We decompose






; k  1 
e 1; e

; k = 0 
exp( ejkj); exp( ejkj 1); k   1:

































  CkfkBkvkB :
The following space is also useful:
u 2 L2;s () kuk2s =
Z 1
0
(1 + j log yj)2sku(y)k2H d(y) <1:
We have the following inclusion relations :
(3.1) L2;s  B  L2;1=2  L2  L2; 1=2  B  L2; s:
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For the hyperbolic space Hn, we employ the upper half-space model Rn+, and we
represent a point of Rn+ as (x; y); x 2 Rn 1; y > 0. We then put H = L2(Rn 1).
x 4. 1-dimensional problem
We study the Laplace-Beltarmi operator in the upper-half space model by passing
to the partial Fourier transformation with respect to x 2 Rn 1 and reducing it to the
1-dimensional case. Let n  2 be an integer, and a parameter  2 C satisfy Re   0.
We consider the dierential operator
(4.1) L0() = y2( @2y + 2) + (n  2)y@y  
(n  1)2
4









where the Green kernel is
G0(y; y0; ; ) =
(
(yy0)(n 1)=2K(y)I(y0); y > y0 > 0;
(yy0)(n 1)=2I(y)K(y0); y0 > y > 0;
I , K being modied Bessel functions. We dene B;B by putting H = C in x3. Then
we have
kG0(; )fkB  CkfkB;
where the constant C depends on , but is independent of  when Re  > 0.
We put for f 2 C10 ((0;1)) and k > 0











Theorem 4.1. (1) F is uniquely extended to a unitary : L2((0;1); dy=yn) !
L2((0;1); dk).
(2) For f 2 D(L0()), (FL0()f) (k) = k2 (Ff) (k):
(3) For f 2 L2((0;1); dy=yn), the inversion formula holds:
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which are called Kontrovich-Lebedev's inversion formulae.
We often use the following type of notation. Given an operator F from a Hilbert
space H to another Hilbert space L2((0;1);h; dk), h being an auxiliary Hilbert space,
for k > 0 we dene an operator F(k) from a suitable subspace S of H to h by
F(k)f = (Ff)(k); f 2 S:
Conversely if we are given a family of operators fF(k)gk>0; with range in h, we dene
an operator F with range in L2((0;1);h; dk) by the above formula.
x 5. The upper-half space model
x 5.1. Laplace-Beltrami operator





The Laplace-Beltrami operator is given by









The partial Fourier transform f^(; y) of f(x; y) is dened by











R0(z) = (H0   z) 1; z 2 C nR;
and dene the spaces B;B by taking H = L2(Rn 1; dx) in x3.
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Theorem 5.1. (1) (H0) = [0;1):
(2) p(H0) = ;:
(3) For  > 0 and f 2 B, the following limit exists in B in the weak -sense
lim
!0
R0( i)f =: R0( i0)f;
and the following inequality holds
(5.1) kR0( i0)fkB  CkfkB;
where the constant C does not depend on  if it varies over a compact set in (0;1).

























[R0(k2 + i0) R0(k2   i0)]f; f

= kF ()0 (k)fk2L2(Rn 1);
and
(5.4) kF ()0 (k)fkL2(Rn 1)  CkfkB;
where the constant C is independent of  if it varies over a compact set in (0;1).
(5) We put (F ()0 f)(k) = F ()0 (k)f . Then F ()0 is uniquely extended to a unitary
operator from L2(Hn) to L2((0;1);L2(Rn 1); dk). For f 2 D(H0), we have
(5.5) (F ()0 H0f)(k) = k2(F ()0 f)(k):
x 5.2. Helmholtz equation
Theorem 5.1 implies





















(H0   k2)F ()0 (k)' = 0; 8' 2 L2(Rn 1):
One can then prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.2. For k > 0





Namely any solution in B to the Helmholtz equation is written as a Poisson integral
of some L2-function on the boundary at innity. In x10, we extend Theorem 5.2 to the
manifold M. In the case of Hn, the largest solution space for the Helmholtz was
characterized by Helgason [Hel70], who proved that all solutions of the equation (H0  
)u = 0 is written by a Poisson integral of Sato's hyperfunction on the boundary. This
result was extended to general symmetric spaces by [Mine75], [KKMOOT78]. This
was also extended to the Euclidean space using more general analytic functionals by
[HKMO72].
The space B is the smallest (in the following sense) space for the solutions to the
Helmholtz equation. Recall the inclusion relations (3.1) in x3. One can show that if
u 2 L2; 1=2 satises the Helmholtz equation (H0   k2)u = 0 for k > 0, then u = 0.
Therefore all the solutions to the Helmholtz equation decays at most like or slower than
the functions in B. In spite of that, it contains a suciently large number of solutions,
since, as will be shown later, the knowledge of this solution space determines the whole
manifold M.
x 6. Modied Radon transform
The Radon transform is usually dened as an integral over some submanifolds. In
this section, we dene the Radon transform in terms of the Fourier transform. For
this purpose it is convenient to change its denition slightly. Let F0 be the Fourier
transformation on Rn 1.






























Here g(k) := (k= sinh(k))1=2 is dened on C n fi ;  2 ( 1; 1] [ [1;1)g as a single-
valued analytic function. In particular, g(k) = g( k) for k > 0.
Note that, F0(k) = F (+)0 (k) for k > 0, and j
(k)j = 1.
Lemma 6.2. (1) F0 is uniquely extended to an isometry from L2(Hn) to bH
:= L2(R;L2(Rn 1); dk), and it diagonalizes H0 :
(F0H0f) (k; x) = k2 (F0f) (k; x):
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(2) Let r+ be the projection onto the subspace bH+ := L2((0;1);L2(Rn 1); dk). Then
the range of r+F0 is bH+.
(3) g 2 bH belongs to the range of F0 if and only if




2ik bg(k; ); 8k > 0:
We then dene the modied Radon transform associated with H0 by





















Theorem 6.4. R0 is an isometry from L2(Hn) to bH. Moreover we have
R0H0 =  @2sR0:
Recall that the solution to the wave equation(
































and where h(k) = 1 (k > 0); h(k) =  1 (k < 0).








(x; e s t)!  R0f(s; x) in L2(Rn):
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x 7. Radon transform and the wave equation
x 7.1. Radon transform and horosphere
The fundamental solution for the wave equation onHn is written explicitly in terms














where S(z; t) = fz0; dh(z0; z) = tg, and dh(z0; z) is the hyperbolic distance, that is,
S(z; t) =

(x0; y0); jx0   xj2 + jy0   cosh(t)yj2 = sinh2(t)y2	 :











f((x; cosh(t)y) + sinh(t)y!)d!

:
Let t!1 and y ! 0 keeping t+ log y =  s. Then






























which, compared with Theorem 5.5, implies that













From this formula, one can easily see that if f is supported in the region y >  > 0,
R0f(s; x) = 0 for e s < . The converse is also true. Namely, if R0f(s; x) = 0
for e s < , f(x; y) vanishes for y < . This is the support theorem for the Radon
transform.
x 7.2. 1-dimensional wave equation
In the Euclidean space, there are 3 ways of constructing fundamental solutions to
the wave equation : (1) the method of spherical means, (2) the method of plane waves
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and (3) the method of Fourier transforms. In the hyperbolic space, the rst method
is usually adopted. For example, in the work of Helgason [Hel84], a generalization of
Asgeirsson's mean value theorem on two-point homogeneous space is used to derive the
formula (7.1). In the following we shall apply the Fourier analysis to the fundamental
solution. Let us start with the 1-dimensional case. The basic formula is the following
one ([DiFe33], p. 302).














and dene for  > 0








k2   (! + i0)2 (k)e
 it!dkd!;








k2   (!   i0)2 (k)e
 it!dkd!:
Lemma 7.2. (1) For t > 0 and y; y0 > 0, we have




t   log y
y0
J0 p2yy0 cosh t  y2   (y0)2;
and for t < 0,
Uadv(t; y; y0; ) = 0:
(2) For t 2 R,
Uret(t; y; y0; ) = Uadv( t; y; y0; ):
Lemma 7.3. (1) For f 2 C10 ((0;1)), we put
u+(t; y; ) =
Z 1
0




Then the following formulas hold:
(7.2) (L0()  @2t )u+(t; y; ) = f(y)(t);
(7.3) u(t; y; ) = 0 for t < 0;
(7.4) (@tu)(+0; y; ) = f(y):
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We now dene
U(t; y; y0; ) =
1
2
(Uadv(t; y; y0; )  Uret(t; y; y0; )) :
Lemma 7.4. For f 2 C10 ((0;1)), we put
u(t; y; ) =
Z 1
0





(@2t   L0())u(t; y; ) = 0;
u(0; y; ) = 0;
@tu(0; y; ) = f(y):
x 7.3. Wave equation in Hn
We dene an operator P (t; y; y0) by





eixp(; t; y; y0) bf()d;
p(; t; y; y0) = J0(jj
p
2yy0 cosh(t)  y2   (y0)2);
which is a Fourier multiplier acting on functions of x 2 Rn 1, depending on parameters
t; y; y0. Since J0(z) is an even function of z, p(; t; y; y0) is smooth with respect to  and
all the other parameters y; y0 and t. The solution of the Cauchy problem(
@2t u+H0u = 0;
u(0) = 0; @tu(0) = f
is written as









(t  j log y
y0








Dierentiating this formula with respect to t, we get the fundamental solution.
















t  j log y
y0
j+  t+ j log y
y0














t  j log y
y0
j     t  j log y
y0
j @tP (t; y; y0)f(; y0)(x) dy0(y0)n :
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In view of Corollary 6.6, we can derive an explicit form of the modied Radon
transform R0f by letting t!1 and y ! 0 keeping  t  log y = s.
Theorem 7.6. For f 2 C10 (Hn) and s 2 R, we have












2 A(s; y)f(; y)dy
y
;
where A(s; y)f(; y) is dened by
A(s; y)f(; y) = (2) (n 1)=2
Z
Rn 1
eixA(; s; y) bf(; y)d;





e sy   y2); B(z) = J1(z)
z
:
Passing to the Fourier transform we get the following formula.








ikKik(y)dk = 2e s(e s   y)  e s(e s   y)B
 p
e sy   y2;
where  is the Heaviside function and B(z) = J1(z)=z.
x 8. Classication of 2-dimensional hyperbolic manifolds
The hyperbolic manifold is, by denition, a complete Riemannian manifold with all
sectional curvatures equal to  1. General hyperbolic manifolds are constructed by the
action of discrete groups on the upper-half space. The resulting quotient manifold is
either compact, or non-compact but nte volume, or non-compact with innite volume.
In the latter two cases, the manifold can be split into bounded part and unbounded
part, this latter being called the end. To study the general structure of ends is beyond
our scope. We briey look at the 2-dimensional case.













the Mobius transformation is dened by
(8.2) C+ 3 z ! z := az + b
cz + d
;
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which is an isometry on H2. This transformation  is classied into 3 categories :
elliptic() there is only one xed point in C+
() jtr j < 2;
parabolic() there is only one degenerate xed point on @C+
() jtr j = 2;
hyperbolic() there are two xed points on @C+
() jtr j > 2:
Let   be a discrete subgroup of SL(2;R), which is usually called a Fuchsian group. Let
M =  nH2 be the fundamental domain for the action (8.2).   is said to be geometrically
nite if M is chosen to be a nite-sided convex polygon. The sides are then geodesics
of H2. The geometric niteness is equivalent to that   is nitely generated.
As a simple example, consider the cyclic group   generated by the action z !
z + 1. This is parabolic with xed point 1. The associated fundamental domain is
M = ( 1=2; 1=2]  (0;1), which is a hyperbolic manifold with metric (8.1). It has
two innities : ( 1=2; 1=2]  f0g and 1. The part ( 1=2; 1=2]  (0; 1) has an innite
volume, which we call regular innity in this paper. The part ( 1=2; 1=2] (1;1) has
a nite volume, and is called the cusp. The sides x = 1=2 are geodesics.
Another simple example is the cyclic group generated by the hyperbolic action
z ! z,  > 1. The sides of the fundamental domain M = f1  jzj  g are
semi-circles orthogonal to fy = 0g, which are geodesics. The quotient manifold is
dieomorphic to S1 ( 1;1). It is parametrized by (t; r), where t 2 R= log Z and r
is the signed distance from the segment f(0; t) ; 1  t  g. The metric is then written
as
(8.3) ds2 = (dr)2 + cosh2 r (dt)2:














This means that the funnel is a small perturbation of the regular innity.
Let ( ) be the set of all limit points of the orbit fz ;  2  g, i.e. w 2 ( ) if
there exist z0 2 C+ and n 2   such that n  z0 ! w. Since   acts discontinuously
on C+, ( )  @H2. If ( ) is a nite set,   is said to be elementary. In this case,
M is either H2, or the quotient manifold by hyperbolic, or parabolic cyclic groups. For
non-elementary case, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Let M =  nH2 be a non-elementary geometrically nite hyper-
bolic manifold. Then there exists a compact subset K such thatMnK is a nite disjoint
union of cusps and funnels.
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We need to add a remark about Theorem 8.1. Let   be a Fuchsian group. For a
point z0 2 R2+, we put
 z0 = f 2   ;   z0 = z0g:
If  z0 6= f1g, z0 is called a xed point of  . A xed point in R2+ is called an elliptic
xed point. Let Msing be the set of elliptic xed points of  . By a suitable choice of





, MnMsing is a hyperbolic manifold. However, this metric
is singular around the points from Msing. Around the elliptic xed point z0 2 M,
Msing admits a covering space compatible with the local coorodiante system, and M
is called orbifold. Theorem 8.1 also holds for the orbifold case. In this note, we do not
enter into the orbifold structure.
x 9. Model space
By the above classication, it is natural to consider the manifolds whose ends are
close to a part of 




(dy)2 + h(x; dx)
y2
;
where h(x; dx) =
Pn 1
i;j=1 hij(x)dx
idxj is the metric on M , x being local coordinates
on M . Let M be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M , 0 = 1 < 2     be the
eigenvalues, and 'm(x) the associated complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors of
M . The Laplace-Beltrami operator on 
 is given by




Spectral properties of H0 can be studied in essentially the same way as in x5. We have
only to replace the space L2(Rn 1) by L2(M) and the Fourier transform by the Fourier
series. Here the Fourier coecient of f(x; y) is denoted by


















 1 = G0(pm;ip i):
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The Fourier transformation associated with L0(
p














Then we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1. Let m 6= 0.
(1) F0m is a unitary operator from L2((0;1); dy=yn) onto L2((0;1); dk).




















We consider the case m = 0, i.e. m = 0:




Since this is Euler's operator, we have






















2 + ; 0 < y0 < y:
Then we can prove
kG0()fkB  Cjj kfkB;
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Theorem 9.2. (1) F0 is unitary from L2((0;1); dy=yn) to (L2((0;1); dk))2.
(2) For f 2 D(L0(0)),
(F0L0(0)f)(k) = k2(F0f)(k):
(3) For f 2 L2((0;1); dy=yn), the inversion formula holds:














We now return to the operator H0. Recall that the generalized Fourier trans-
formation is derived from the asymptotic behavior of the resolvent at innity. For

 = M  (0;1), there are two innities ; y = 0 and y = 1, the former corresponding
to the funnel or the regular innity of the parabolic cylinder, the latter to the cusp.
We put the sux reg or c for the Fourier transforms associated with regular innity or
cusp.
Denition 9.3. We dene
h = L2(M)C; bH = L2((0;1);h; dk);
F ()0 =

















(9.6) F ()0m =
(
F0m (m 6= 0)
F
()
0 (m = 0);
























where jM j is the volume of M .
We dene B;B by putting H = L2(M) in x3, and let R0(z) = (H0   z) 1.
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Theorem 9.4. (1) (H0) = [0;1).
(2) p(H0) = ;.
(3) For  > 0; f 2 B, the following limit exists in the -weak sense
lim
!0
R0( i)f =: R0( i0)f:
Moreover
kR0( i0)fkB  CkfkB;
where the constant C does not depend on  if  varies over a comapct set in (0;1).
(4) Letting F ()0 (k)f = (F ()0 f)(k), we have
kF ()0 (k)fkh  CkfkB;
where the constant C does not depend on  if  varies over a comapct set in (0;1).
(5) F ()0 is uniquely extended to a unitary operator from L2(
) to bH. Moreover if
f 2 D(H0)
(F ()0 H0f)(k) = k2(F ()0 f)(k):
The relation of F ()0 and the asymptotic behavior of the resolvent is as follows.

































x 10. Manifolds with hyperbolic ends
x 10.1. Resolvent estimates
We study the manifold M satisfying the assumptions (A-1)  (A-4) in x2. Let
us note that the upper half-space Hn satises these assumptions. In fact, we take M
to be K [M1, whereM1 is dieomorphic to Sn 1  (1;1) equipped with the metric
(dr)2+sinh2 r(d)2, the hyperbolic mertic written by geodesic polar coordinates. Taking
er = 2=y, we arrive at at the above model.
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If Mi is dieomorphic to M  (0; 1), one can transfom the above metric into the
form
(10.1) ds2 = y 2






where each aij(x; y) satises the condition (2.1).




(2) e(H) = [0;1).
We shall prove the limiting absorption by using the method of integration by parts
(see e.g. [Ei69]). We explain the main idea by adopting H0 =  g in the upper-half
space model Rn+. Let us note that u = R0( i0)f behaves like
u^(; y)  Cm()y(n 1)=2i
p
 (y ! 0):
Therefore we infer




u = o(y(n 1)=2) (y ! 0):
This suggests the importance of the term





u to derive the esti-





Here for z = rei; r > 0;  <  < , we take the branch of pz as prei=2. In
the following, we estimate u = R0( + i0). The rst step is to rewrite the equation
(H0   z)u = f as follows:





Let ( ; ); k  k denote the inner product and norm of L2(Rn 1), respectively. The proof
of the limiting absorption principle is reduced to the following 3 a-priori estimates.
Lemma 10.2. Let '(y) 2 C1((0;1);R) and 0 < a < b <1.
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Lemma 10.3. Let u = R0(z)f with Im
p
z  0. Put w = (Dy   )u. Then




















































Lemma 10.4. We put u = R0(z)f for f 2 B and let z vary over the region
J = fz 2 C ; a  Re z  b; 0 < Im z < 1g;
where 0 < a < b are arbitrarily chosen constants. Then for any  > 0, there exists a




 kuk2B + Ckfk2B:








We say that a solution u 2 B of the equation
(H   )u = f 2 B






















The incoming radiation condition is dened similarly with +() replaced by  ().
Theorem 10.5. Let  > 0 and suppose u 2 B satises (H   )u = 0 and the
radiation condition. Then:　
(1) If one of Mi's has a regular innity, then u = 0.
(2) If all Mi have a cusp, u 2 L2;s; 8s > 0.
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These preparations are sucient to prove the limiting absortion principle for H.
Theorem 10.6. For  2 e(H) n p(H), there exists a limit
lim
!0
R( i)  R( i0) 2 B(B;B)
in the weak -sense. Moreover for any compact interval I  e(H) n p(H) there exists
a constant C > 0 such that
kR( i0)fkB  CkfkB;  2 I:
For f 2 B, we put u = R(  i0)f . Then u is a unique solution to the equation
(H   )u = f satisfying the outgoing (for the case +), incoming (for the case  )
radiation condition. For f; g 2 B, (R( i0)f; g) is continuous with respect to  > 0.
x 10.2. Fourier transforms associated with H
We use the following partition of unity. Fix x0 2 K arbitrarily, and pick 0 2
C10 (M) such that
0(x) =
(
1; dis (x; x0) < R;
0; dis (x; x0) > R+ 1:
Taking R large enough, we dene j 2 C1(M) such that
j(x) =
(
1  0(x); x 2Mj ;





j=0 j = 1;
suppj Mj ; 1  j  N;
0 = 1 on K:
For 1  j  N , we construct ej 2 C1(M) such that
supp ej Mj ; ej = 1 on suppj :
Let H0j be the Laplace-Beltrami operator onMj(0;1) and j as in (10.7). Since
(H0j   )jR( i0) = j + ([H0j ; j ]  jV )R( i0);
letting
R0j(z) = (H0j   z) 1;
we have
jR( i0) = R0j( i0)j +R0j( i0) ([H0j ; j ]  jV )R( i0):
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This resolvent equation enables us to construct the Fourier transformation for H by the
perturbation argument.
Denition of F ()0 j (k). We dene F ()0j (k) as follows. Let j;1; j;2;    be the eigenvalues
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator onMj and 'j;1; 'j;2;    be the associated eigenvectors.









(ii) For M + 1  j  N (the case of cusp)
F ()0 j (k)f =
1pjEjjF ()0;0 (k) bf(0; ):
We put
(10.8) F ()j;m (k) = F ()0;m(k)
 
j + ([H0j ; j ]  jV )R(k2  i0)

:
Denition of F ()(k). The Fourier transformation associated with H is dened by
F ()(k) =  F ()1 (k);    ;F ()N (k);
where for 1  j M
F ()j (k) = F ()0 j (k)






C()m (k)'j;m(x)F ()j;m (k);
and for M + 1  j  N
F ()j (k) = F ()0 j (k)

j + ([H0j ; j ]  jV )R(k2  i0)

=
1pjMj jF ()j;0 (k):(10.9)
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Theorem 10.7. Let f 2 B, k2 2 e(H) n p(H), and j the partition of unity
from (10.7). Then we have

















('i;  i)L2(Mi) +
NX
j=M+1




F ()1 (k)f;    ;F ()N (k)f

:
bH = L2((0;1);h1; dk):
Theorem 10.8. We dene
 F ()f(k) = F ()(k)f for f 2 B. Then F () is
uniquely extended to a bounded operator from L2(M) to bH with the following properties.
　
(1) Ran F () = bH.
(2) kfk = kF ()fk for f 2 Hac(H).
(3) F ()f = 0 for f 2 Hp(H).
(4)
 F ()Hf (k) = k2  F ()f (k) for f 2 DomH.
(5) F ()(k) 2 B(h1;B) and (H   k2)F ()(k) = 0 for k2 2 (0;1) n p(H).















x 10.3. S matrix
Theorem 5.2 is extended to M.
Theorem 10.9. If k2 62 p(H), we have
F ()(k)B = h1;
fu 2 B ; (H   k2)u = 0g = F ()(k)h1:
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We derive an asymptotic expansion of solutions to the Helmholtz equation. Let Vq
be the dierential operator dened by
Vq =  [H0q; q] + V q (1  q  N):
For 1  p M; 1  q  N , we dene
bSpq(k) = pqJp(k)  i
k
F (+)p (k)V q











'p;m(x) b m (1  p M):
For M + 1  p  N; 1  q  N , we dene
bSpq(k) =  i
k
F (+)p (k)V q

F ( )0 q (k)

:













































We dene an operator-valued N N matrix bS(k) by
bS(k) = bSpq(k):
Theorem 10.11. (1) For any u 2 B satisfying (H   k2)u = 0, there exists a
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(2) For any  ( ) 2 h1, there exists a unique  (+) 2 h1 and u 2 B satisfying (H  
k2)u = 0, for which the expansion (1) holds. Moreover
 (+) = bS(k) ( ):
Theorem 10.12. bS(k) is unitary on h1 and
F (+)(k) = bS(k)F ( )(k):
x 11. Singularity expansion of the Radon transform
We look at the upper-half space model Rn+ from a dierent view point. We shall
assume that the perturbed metric has the following properties:
ds2 = y 2

(dx)2 + (dy)2 +A(x; y; dx; dy)

;
where A(x; y; dx; dy) is a symmetric covariant tensor of the form
A(x; y; dx; dy) =
n 1X
i;j=1
aij(x; y)dxidxj + 2
n 1X
i=1
ain(x; y)dxidy + ann(x; y)(dy)2;
and each aij(x; y) (1  i; j  n) is assumed to satisfy the condition
(11.1) j eDxDy a(x; y)j  C(1 + dh(x; y))  1 0 ; 0 > 0;
where dh(x; y) is the hyperbolic distance between (x; y) and (0; 1).










jsj= (+ 1); s > 0;
0; s < 0;












Then one can constuct the generalized Fourier tansform by using the method in x10
and dene the modied Radon transform associated with this metric in the same way
as in x6.
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Here aj(x; y; ) is is a polynomial in  of order 2j. Hence aj(x; y; i@x) is a dif-









(e s)f(x; e s); (j = 0);Z e s
0
(s+ log y)j 1




; (j  1);
(11.2)
where (y) 2 C1(R) such that (y) = 1 (y < y0=4), (y) = 0 (y > y0=3). This is a
generalization of Theorem 7.6 in the sense of singularity expansion.
x 12. Inverse problems for hyperbolic ends
x 12.1. Inverse scattering at regular ends
Let M be a manifold satisfying the assumptions (A.1)  (A.4) in x2 with ends of
number N  1. We assume that at least one of the ends has a regular innity. LetM1
be such an end. Nemely, in the notation x2, M1 is dieomorphic to M  (0; 1). Let
   M be a compact submanifold of codimension 1 such that M is split into 2 parts
L1 and K1 in the following way :
M = L1 [ K1; L1 \ K1 =  ;
where L1 and K1 are assumed to be submanifolds of M with boundary   inheriting
the Riemannian structure of M. Assume also that L1 is non-compact and has innity
common to M1.
Let g be the Laplace-Beltrami operator onM, and H(L1) and H(K1) be  g  
(n  1)2=4 on L1 and K1 with Neumann boundary condition on the boundary  . Then
one can solve the Neumann problem on K1:(
(H(K1)  )u = 0 in K1;
@u = f on  ;
where we assume the outgoing radiation condition if K1 is non-compact. Using the
solution u of this equation, we dene the Neumann to Dirichlet map (N-D map) by





. Note that (+)() is also dened for z 2 (H(K1)), and (+)() is
the boundary value of (z) as z !  + i0. Therefore (+)() dened for  > 0 has a
unique analytic continuation to C n (H(K1)).




Theorem 12.1. Suppose k2 6= 0 is not a Neumann eigenvalue for H(1) and H(2)
on K1. Let (+)j (k) be the N-D map for H(j), j = 1; 2, on K1. Suppose G(1) = G(2) on
L1. Then bS(1)11 (k) = bS(2)11 (k) if and only if (+)1 (k2) = (+)2 (k2).
Recall that K1 is a non-compact manifold with compact boundary  . The oper-
ator H(K1) =  g has two parts of spectral representations: the generalized Fourier
transform, which we denote by F (+)c here, corresponding to the absolutely continuous
spectrum for H(K1), and the discrete Fourier transform, denoted by Fp, corresponding
to the point specrum for H(K1).
We put 
ex = K1 and @
ex =  . Let r  2 B(H1(
ex);H1=2( )) be the trace
operator to  . Dene   2 B(H 1=2( );H 1(
ex)) as its adjoint:
( f; w)L2(
ex) = (f; r w)L2( ); f 2 H 1=2( ); w 2 H1(
ex):
Accordingly, we write as
r  =  :




 F (+)c (k)F (+)c (k) 




i   z :
Let us call the set
(12.2)
n









the boundary spectral projection (BSP) for H(K1). By (12.1), we have
(12.3) (z) =  (H(K1)  z) 1 :
Lemma 12.3. Knowing the N-D map (+)(k) for all k such that k2 62 pH(K1)
is equivalent to knowing BSP for H(K1).
We now pass to the boundary control method (BC-method) to reconstruct the
manifold from BSP. The BC-method does not rely on the special manifold structure,
and works if we know the N-D map for the asoociated Laplace-Beltrami operator. The
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BC-method was rst applied to compact manifolds ([BeKu92]), and was extended to
non-compact manifolds (see e.g. [Be97], [KK98]).
Let us formulate the inverse problem on non-compact Riemannian manifolds. Let
M (1) and M (2) be Riemannian manifolds (not necessarily compact) with boundary, on
which is inhelited the Riemannian metric induced from M (r). We say that M (1) and
M (2) have a common part  (1) =  (2) on the boundary if there exists an open set
 (r)  @M (r) and a dieomorphism  :  (1) !  (2). Let (r)(z) be the N-D map for














One can then show that (with some additional assumptions) if M (1) and M (2) have  
in common and the same N-D map on   (in thse sense that the above (12.4) holds for
all z 62 R), then M (1) and M (2) are isometric. Assuming this for the moment, we have
proven the following theorem.
Theorem 12.4. Let M be a manifold satisfying the assumptions (A.1)  (A.4)
in x2. We assume that one of the ends has a regular innity, and denote it by M1.
Suppose we are given two metrics G(j), j = 1; 2, on M satisfying (A-3). Assume that
G(1) = G(2) on M1. If bS11(k) = bS11(k) for all k > 0, then G(1) and G(2) are isometric
on M.
We can actually prove a stronger version of Theorem 12.4, i.e. it is valid for two
manifolds whose number of of ends are not known a-priori.
Theorem 12.5. Let M(p), p = 1; 2, be manifolds satisfying the assumptions
(A.1) (A.4) in x2 endowed with metric G(p), p = 1; 2. We assume that for both of
M(1)and M(2) one of the ends has a regular innity, and denote it by M(p)1 , p = 1; 2.
Assume that M(1)1 and M(2)1 are isometric, and bS11(k) = bS11(k) for all k > 0. Then
M(1) and M(2) are isometric.
x 13. Brief introduction to the boundary control method
x 13.1. Wave equation and Gel'fand inverse problem
In the remaining sections, we give a brief explanation of the BC method. Let M
be an n-dimensional connected Riemannian manifold with boundary @M . We shall
consider the IBVP (initial-boundary value problem) for the wave equation
@2t u = gu on M  (0;1):
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and the boundary condition
@u

@M(0;1) = f 2 C10 (@M  (0;1)):
Here  is the outer unit normal to @M . Let uf (x; t) be the solution to the above IBVP.
We measure uf on @M  (0;1), and call
(13.1) h : f ! uf 
@M(0;1)
a hyperbolic Neumann-Dirichlet map. The basic question we address is the following
one.
Question Assume we know h. Can we determine (M; g), i.e. the manifold M and the
metric g?
This is the Gel'fand inverse problem (stated in a slightly dierent form). Note that
h is an opeartor dened on @M(0;1). Starting from the knowledge on @M(0;1),
the rst issue is the topology of M , and the second issue is the Riemannian structure.
The answer to the above question is armative when M is compact, and also for
non-compact M with some additional geometric assumptions. To x the idea, in the
following,M means either any compact connected Riemannian manifold with boundary,
or when dealing with the non-compact case, the manifold K1 discussed in the previous
section. However, the arguments given below also work for non-compact manifolds
possesing the spectral representation as in the case of K1. Note that in both cases @M
is compact.
x 13.2. Spectral formulation
Let us begin with the compact manifold case. Consider the Neumann Laplacian
AN :




The spectrum of AN consists of real numbers
0 = 1 < 2  3     ! 1:
Let 'k be the associated eigenvectors











the boundary spectral data (BSD). The original Gel'fand inverse problem is:
Question Given BSD, can we determine (M; g)?
The relation of BSD to the hyperbolic Neumann-Dirichlet map is represented by








G(x; y; t  s)f(y; s)dSyds:
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The Boundary Control (BC) method goes back to the famous results by M. G.
Krein, in the mid-fties, on the 1 dimensional inverse scattering theory. Compared
with the fundamental methods by Gel'fand-Levitan and Marchenko, the method of
Krein is distinguished by the systematic use of the nite propagation speed for the wave
equation. However, the ideas based upon the domain of inuence, etc. coming from
this nite velocity are "disguised" in the work of Krein due to their formulation in the
frequency domain (or the stationary equation), where they turn out to be conditions
on analyticity of the corresponding Fourier transform of the solution. This principal
hyperbolic nature of Krein's method was revealed by Blagovestchenskii who was working
in the time-domain (or the time-dependnet equation) using the nite velocity of the wave
propagation and ideas of controllability in the lled domain to derive a Volterra-type
equation for unknown functions. These ideas have become crucial for the extension
of the method to multidimensions pioneered by Belishev [Be87], [BeKu92]. One more
important ingredient of the BC-method, namely, the possibility to evaluate the inner
product of waves sent into M from @M also goes back to the 1-dimensional case to the
work of Blagovestchenskii.
The BC method has the following features.
(1) BC method is hyperbolic.
Since the propagation speed of wave motion is nite, and singularities of waves are
related with geodesics, this implies the close connection of BC method with geometry.
(2) BC method is not perturbative.
We do not assume that the given metric is close to some standard one. In this
sense, the BC method does not have the character of perturbation theory.
x 13.3. Outline of the procedure
The crucial tool of the BC-method is the space of boundary distance functions
R(M) to be dened in x16, and the reconstruction of the manifold M is done by the
following 3 steps :
 BSP determines R(M) (x19).
 R(M) is topologically isomorphic to M (x16).
 R(M) determines the Riemannian metric of M (x18).
This is an eective interplay of linear partial dierential equations and geometry.
The main ingredients of the 1st step are Blagovestchenskii's idenitity, which represents
the solution of IBVP of the wave equation by BSD, and Tatar's uniqueness theorem,
which guarantees the conrollablity of IBVP. The 2nd step is of character of general
topology. The 3rd step is purely from dierential geometry, in which the coordinate
system of M is constructed by R(M) and the metric tensor is computed.
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x 14. Blagovestchenskii idenitity
Given a solution uf of the wave equation
(14.1)
8>>><>>>:
@2t u = gu;
@u

@MR+ = f 2 C
1

























Lemma 14.1. The following Blagovestchenskii idenitity holds:





k(s); 8t; s 2 R; 8f; h 2 C10 (@M R+)
Lemma 14.1 is the rst corner stone of BC method. We let





; eS(t; s; ) = S(t; )S(s; );








dt0ds0 eS(t  t0; s  s0; i) ( Pi f(t0); h(s0)) :
This implies the following corollary.
Corollary 14.2. The inner product (uf (t); uh(s)) is written only by BSP.
This is also true when  g has the continuous spectrum. The Laplace-Beltrami
operator on K1 admits the spectral representation F (+)c . In this case, to modify the
formula (14.3), we have only to add the integral of F (+)c (k)F (+)c (k) to the right-hand















dt0ds0 eS(t  t0; s  s0; i) ( Pi f(t0); h(s0)) :(14.6)
Again (uf (t); uh(s)) is written only by BSP.
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x 15. Controllabilty and observability
x 15.1. Controllability
Let uf be a unique solution to IBVP (14.1). We take a bounded open set S on the
boundary, S  @M , and put for t0 > 0
M(S; t0) = fx 2M ; d(x; S)  t0g:
Lemma 15.1. If supp f  S  (0;1), then
suppuf (; t0) M(S; t0); 8t0 > 0:
For a measurabe subset D  M and f 2 L2(D), we dene f = 0 on M n D and








The crucial fact is the following theorem due to Tataru ([Ta95]).
Theorem 15.2. Ran(Wt0) = L
2(M(S; t0)).
By this theorem, for any  > 0 and a 2 L2(M) such that supp a M(S; t0), there
exists f = f;a 2 C10 (S  (0; t0)) satisfying kuf (; t0)   akL2(M) < . Therefore the
property described in Theorem 15.2 should be called approximate controllability.
x 15.2. Observability
Let us also consider the adjoint problem of (14.1):
(15.1)
8>><>>:










=  2 L2(M):
We dene the observability operator by
Ot0 = v 

S(0;t0);  2 L
2(M(S; t0));
where v is the weak solution to (15.1). Note that v 

@MR 2 C(R;H1=2(@M)), and
(15.2) kOt0 kL2(S(0;t0))  Ck kL2(M);
where C = Ct0 is a constant. We can show that
Lemma 15.3. For any f 2 C10 (S  (0; t0)),  2 L2(M(S; t0)), we have
(Wt0f;  )L2(M(S;t0)) =  (f;Ot0 )L2(S(0;t0)):
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Lemma 15.3 imply that
(15.3) Wt0 =  Ot0 2 B(L2(S  (0; t0));L2(M)):
Therefore Theorem 15.2 is equivalent to the statement that
(15.4) KerOt0 = f0g:
This property is called observability. The claim (15.4) means the following:
Assume v satises8>><>>:

















x 15.3. Uuiqueness theorem
If we put u(t) = v(t + t0), then u(t) =  u( t) and the above claim is formulated
as follows.
Assume u satises8>><>>:

















Actually, we can prove a stronger version of this claim. Namely:
Theorem 15.4. Assume u 2 C1(M  ( t0; t0)) satises8<: @
2
t u = gu in M  ( t0; t0);
@u







= 0 in the double cone of inuence K(S; t0), i.e.
K(S; t0) = f(x; t) ; d(x; S)  t0   jtjg:
This sort of theorem (Holmgren-John type uniqueness theorem) has a long story,
starting from the classical result by Holmgren:
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Theorem 15.5. Let u be a classical, i.e. C2, solution to the partial dierential
equation P (x;Dx)u = 0 with analytic coecients. If u = 0 in one side of a non-
characteristic surface , then suppu \  = ;, i.e. u = 0 near .




x dened on an




 of co-dimension 1 in U is said to be non-characteristic to P (x;Dx), if Pm(x; x) 6= 0
for any x 2  and normal x to  at x. Theorem 4.6 was rst proved by E. Holmgren in
1901 and extended by F. John in 1949. This theorem has been tried to be extended to
the C1-coecient case by Robbiano or Hormander, and nally Tataru [Ta95] succeeded
in obtaining the result in full generality. The importance of non-analyticity should be
strongly emphasized in applications to inverse problems.
x 16. Topological reconstruction of M by R(M)
x 16.1. Reconstruction from boundary distance functions
The key idea of the BC-method is to reconstruct the boundary distance function,
rx(z), dened as follows: For any x 2M , rx is dened by
rx(z) = d(x; z); z 2 @M;
d(x; y) being the distance of x; y 2M . We dene the map R by
R :M 3 x! rx() 2 C(@M):
If @M is compact, R(M) becomes a metric space by the distance
d1(r1; r2) = kr1()  r2()kL1(@M);
and the following inclusion relation hold
R(M)  C0;1(@M)  L1(@M);
where C0;1(@M) is the space of Lipschitz continuous functions on @M . The utility of
the boundary distance function is seen in the following lemma.
Lemma 16.1. If @M is compact, (R(M); d1) is homeomorphic to (M;d).
R(M) is a set of functions indexed by the points x 2 M . However in the inverse
problem we are now considering, we know neither M nor x, since they are the objects
we are trying to reconstruct. So, changing the notation, we let r1 = rx; r2 = ry,
where x; y 2 M . Assume we can nd new distance bd(r1; r2) from d1(r1; r2) so thatbd(r1; r2) = d(x; y) for x; y such that r1 = rx, r2 = ry. Then (R(M); bd) becomes
isometric, as a metric space, to (M;d). By the Myers-Steenrod theorem, this implies that
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there is a unique Riemannian manifold structure on R(M) such that R : M ! R(M)
is isometry. In the following, we give a direct way of reconstructing the Riemannian
manifold structure on R(M) to make R a Riemannian isometry from M to R(M),
without leaning over the abstract nature of the Myers-Steenrod theorem.
x 17. Boundary cut locus
To introduce a Riemannian manifold structure on R(M), we use geodesics emanat-
ing from the boundary @M . We then need to discuss the maximal region on which we
can introduce the boundary normal coordinates, and also the structure of the cut locus.
The geometrical tools necessary for this step are standard, which we shall explain in
this section. For a Riemannian manifold M , let Tx(M) be the tangent space at x 2M .
Recall that for ;  2 Tx(M), the inner product and the length are dened by
gx(; ) = gij(x)ij =
nX
i;j=1
gij(x)ij ; jjg =
p
gx(; )
Put Sx(M) = f 2 Tx(M) ; jjg = 1g. Let T (M) and T (M) be the tangent bundle and
the cotangent bundle of M , respectively.
x 17.1. Variation and Jacobi elds
Let c(t) be a curve on M . For a vector eld X(t) on M , with components






Xk(t) = _Xk(t) +  kij(c(t)) _c
i(t)Xj(t);
where we used the abbreviation _f(t) =
df(t)
dt
. A vector eld Z(t) is said to be parallel
along c(t) if it satises
D
dt
Z(t) = 0. In particular, c(t) is a geodesic if and only if c(t) is







A C1-map : [a; b]  ( ; ) 3 (t; s) ! H(t; s) 2 M is said to be a variation of c(t) if
H(t; 0) = c(t) (a  t  b). The curvature tensor R is dened by












where X;Y; Z are vector elds on M .
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Lemma 17.1. Let H(t; s) be a variation of c(t), and put cs(t) = H(t; s). We








Then the following formulas hold.

















where D=dt is the covariant dirential along c(t).








































Note that if Ct(s) is a geodesic, S(t) = 0.
If c(t) is a geodesic, Y (t) is called the Jacobi eld along c(t).
Lemma 17.2. Let c(t) (a  t  b) be a geodesic on M . Then a vector eld Y (t)






Y +R(Y; _c) _c = 0; a  t  b;
where D=dt is the covariant dierential along c(t).
x 17.2. Focal point
In the following, we consider the boundary normal geodesic, denoted by z(t) or
exp@M (z; t), starting from z 2 @M with initial direction the inner unit normal at z.
Fixing t, we dene the map exp@M (t) by
exp@M (t) : @M 3 z ! z(t) 2M:
Let d@M exp@M (t)

z=z0
: Tz0(@M) ! Tz0 (t)(M) be the dierential of exp@M (t) evalu-
ated at z0.
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Denition 17.3. Let z0(t) be the boundary normal geodesic starting from z0 2







< dimM   1:
Lemma 17.4. Let z0(t) = exp@M (z0; t) be the boundary normal geodesic ema-
nating from z0 2 @M . If z0(t0) is a focal point for some t0 > 0, there exists a Jacobi
eld Y (t) along z0(t) such that








where D=dt is the covariant dierential along z0(t).
The above geometric preliminaries are sucient to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 17.5. Let c(t) = z0(t) (0  t  t0) be a boundary normal geodesic
starting from z0 2 @M . If z0(t1) is a focal point along c(t) for some 0 < t1 < t0, there
is a curve with end points z0 and z0(t0) which is strictly shorter than the geodesic c(t)
(0  t  t0).
Lemma 17.5 implies that the distance from z(t0) to @M is shorter than the length
of z(t) (0  t  t0) and is attained by a boundary normal geodesic w(t), where
w 2 @M , w 6= z0.
x 17.3. Boundary cut point
Let z() be a boundary normal geodesic starting from z 2 @M . A point z(t)
is said to be uniquely minimizing along the geodesic z() if t = d(z(t); @M) and
t < d(z(t); w) for any w 2 @M such that w 6= z, i.e. fz(s) ; 0  s  tg is a unique
shortest geodesic from z(t) to @M . Uniquely minimizing points have the following
property: If z(t) is uniquely minimizing along z, then so is z(s) for any 0 < s < t.
This property implies that either there is a value 0 < t < 1 such that z(s) is
uniquely minimizing for any 0 < s < t, and z() is not uniquely minimizing for any
 > t, or z(t) is uniquely minimizing for any t > 0.
Denition 17.6. Along the boundary normal geodesic z starting from z 2 @M ,
there is a critical distance, which is denoted by (z), such that fz(s); 0  s  tg is a
unique shortest curve from z(t) to @M when t < (z), but fz(s); 0  s  tg is no more
a unique shortest curve when t > (z), i.e. there is w 2 @M such that d(w; z(t)) < t.
Such a point z((z)) is called a boundary cut point of z along z. If (z) =1, we say
that there is no boundary cut point along the boundary normal geodesic z.
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Lemma 17.7. For z0 2 @M , let (z0) be as in Denition 17.6. At the boundary
cut point, d(z0((z0)); z0) = (z0), and at least one (possibly both) of the following
statements holds:
(a) z0((z0)) is an ordinary boundary cut point, i.e. there is w 2 @M such that w 6= z0
and z0((z0)) = w((z0)).














< dimM   1 if t = (z0):
We introduce a topology inR+[1 by taking intervals (a; b) and (a;1] = (a;1)[1
as a base for the open sets.
Lemma 17.8. The function (z) in Denition 17.6 is continuous from @M to
R+ [1.
x 17.4. Boundary cut locus
Denition 17.9. The boundary cut locus ! is dened by
! = fx = z((z)) ; z 2 @Mg;
where z((z)) is the boundary cut point of z along the boundary normal geodesic z
in Denition 17.6.




exp@M (z; t) ; 0  t < (z)
	
:
Lemma 17.10. (1) M = Bn(M) [ !, Bn(M) \ ! = ;.
(2) Bn(M) is an open set.
(3) ! is a closed set of measure 0 with no interior points.
Example 17.11. (1) Let M = B1 = fjxj < 1g equipped with the Euclidean
metric. Then ! = f0g, which is both a boundary cut point and the rst focal point. In
fact, letting z = (cos ; sin ) 2 @B1, we have z(t) = (1  t)(  cos ;  sin ).
(2) LetM be the inside of an ellipse : M = f(x; y) 2 R2;x2=a2+y2=b2 < 1g; (a > b > 0)
equipped with the Euclidean metric. Then ! = f(x; 0); jxj  (a2   b2)=ag. The end
points ((a2   b2)=a; 0) are focal points (note that they are not the focus points in
the sense of classical conic curves), and all the points in the open interval f(x; 0); jxj 
(a2   b2)=ag are boundary cut points.
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x 17.5. Boundary normal coordinates
Denition 17.12. For x 2 Bn(M) = M n !, there exists a unique z(x) 2 @M
such that d(x;w) > d(x; z(x)) if z(x) 6= w 2 @M . By the boundary normal coordinates
we mean the map
(17.4) M n ! 3 x! (z(x); d(z(x); x)):
In this case, x = z(x)(t) with t = d(x; @M), i.e. x is on the boundary normal
geodesic starting from z(x).
x 18. Boundary distance coordinates
x 18.1. Conjugate point
The boundary cut locus is dierent from the standard notion of cut locus on the
manifold without boundary. To study this dierence is important to consider the dif-
ferentiable structure near the boundary cut locus. In manifolds with boundary, the
geodesic may hit the boundary. In this case, there occurs a diculty in extending the
notion of cut locus. To avoid it, we shall assume in this section that the manifold M
is embedded in a complete manifold without boundary fM . This is the case for our
application of asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds.
Denition 18.1. Let c(t) (a  t  b) be a geodesic on fM . Two points c(a)
and c(b) are said to be conjugate along c(t) if there exists a non-trivial Jacobi eld Y (t)
along c(t) such that Y (a) = 0; Y (b) = 0. We also say that c(b) is conjugate to c(a) along
c(t).
For y 2 fM , let y(v; t) = expy(tv) be the geodesic starting from y with initial
direction v 2 Sy(fM).
Lemma 18.2. Let c(t) = y(v; t) = expy(tv) (0  t  t0; v 2 Sy(fM)) be a
geodesic on fM . Then c(t0) is conjugate to y along c(t) if and only if there exists





Lemma 18.3. Let c(t) (a  t  b) be a geodesic on fM . If there exists a <  < b
such that c() is conjugate to c(a) along c(t), there is a curve with end points c(a) and
c(b) which is strictly shorter than the geodesic c(t) (a  t  b).
Denition 18.4. Let y 2 fM and v 2 Sy(fM). By the cut locus distance of
(y; v) in the Riemannian normal coordinates, we mean a number R(y; v) such that if
t < R(y; v), y(v; ) is the shortest path from y(v; t) to y, and for t > R(y; v), there
exists a strictly shorter path from y(v; t) to y.
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Note that d(y; y(v; R(y; v)) = R(y; v). The point y(v; R(y; v)) is called the cut
point for y along the geodesic y(v; ). This should not be confused with the boundary
cut point of Denition 17.6, where we considered the distance to @M .
Lemma 18.5. The mapping R(y; v) : T (fM)! R+ [1 is continuous.
Lemma 18.6. Let z 2 @M , and  be the inner unit normal to @M at z. Then
R(z; ) > (z), where (z) is the distance from z to the boundary cut locus.
Let z 2 @M and z be the boundary normal geodesic from z. Then by Lemma
18.6, there exists  > 0 such that for (z)    < t < (z) + , z() is still the shortest
geodesic (lying inside M) from z to z(t).
Lemma 18.7. The rst conjugate point on a normal geodesic always appears
strictly beyond the boundary cut point.
x 18.2. Hamilton's equation
Let (gij) = (gij) 1, and dene a C1-function on T (M) by H(x; ) = 12g
ij(x)ij .



















Fix a point y 2 M and let x(t); (t) be the solution to (18.1) with initial data x(0) =
y; (0) = 0, where 0 satises gij(y)0i0j = 1. Then by the energy conservation law,
(18.2) gij(x(t))i(t)j(t) = 1:
Let vi(t) = dxi(t)=dt = gij(x(t))j(t), and put v(t) = (v1(t);    ; vn(t)), v0 = v(0).
Then x(t) is a geodesic starting from y with initial direction v0. Assume that the map
: Sy(M)  (0; t0) 3 (v0; t) ! x(t) is a dieomorphism for some t0 > 0. Then t and v0
become functions of x depending on a parameter y : t = t(x; y), v0 = v0(x; y). Hence














(x; y) = vi(x; y):
x 18.3. Boundary distance coordinates
Near the cut loci, we cannot use the boundary normal coordinates. However, the
boundary distance coordinates constructed below can be used everywhere on M .
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Lemma 18.8. For any x0 2 M , there exist points z1;    ; zn 2 @M such that
the functions (1(x);    ; n(x)), where i(x) = d(x; zi), give local coordinates in a small
neighborhhood of x0.
Example 18.9. Let M be a Euclidean sphere : M = fjxj < 1g. Then the
boundary normal coordinate system is the polar coordinate with center at the origin.
The center is the cut locus. To dene the local coordinate around the origin, we have
only to take n points w1;    ; wn on @M such that the vectors   !Owi, i = 1;    ; n, are
linearly independent, and regard the distance from wi as the coordinate function.
x 18.4. Reconstruction of the metric
The following lemma is a key trick to reconstruct the Riemannian metric.
Lemma 18.10. On M , we can recover the metric tensor gij(x) from the bound-
ary distance function @M 3 w ! d(x;w).
x 19. Reconstruction of R(M) from BSP
In this section, we shall prove that if two manifolds M (1) and M (2) have the same
BSP, the spaces of boundary distance functions R(M (1)) and R(M (2)) coincide. We
shall consider the wave equation (14.1) and make use of Blagovestcenskii identity to
convert the knowledge of BSP to that of boundary normal geodesic.
We use the expression "BSP determines the quantity A" to mean the following: Let
A(1) and A(2) be the quantities associated to the manifoldsM (1) andM (2), respectively.
Then if M (1) and M (2) have the same BSP, A(1) = A(2) holds.
x 19.1. Projection to the domain of inuence
For a subset    @M and  > 0, we put
M( ; ) = fx 2M ; d(x; ) < g:
We also dene for z 2 @M
M(z; ) = fx 2M ; d(x; z) < g:
Let M( ;)(x) be the characteristic function of M( ; ). We dene the projection on
L2(M) by
P ;f(x) = M( ;)(x)f(x); f 2 L2(M):
For a domain 
  M , we regard L2(
) as a subspace of L2(M) by extending the
elements to be 0 outside 
. Let uf (t) be the solution to IBVP (14.1).
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Lemma 19.1. Let f 2 C10 (@M  (0;1)) and ; t > 0. Let    @M be an
open set. Then BSP determines the sequence fj 2 C10 (   (0; )) such that ufj (t) !
P ;u
f (t).
Lemma 19.2. Let f; h 2 C10 (@M  (0;1)) and 1; 2; t; s > 0.














x 19.2. Domain of inuence and R(M)
We trace the boundary normal geodesic along solutions to IBVP (14.1).
Lemma 19.3. Let y() be the boundary normal geodesic starting from y 2 @M ,
and s > 0. Then the following 3 assertions are equivalent.
(1) d(y(s); y) = d(y(s); @M).
(2) M( ; s) nM(@M; s  ) 6= ; for any  > 0 and any neighborhood    @M of y.
(3) For any neighborhood    @M of y, there exists h 2 C10 (   (0; s)) such that
kuh(s)k > kP@M;s uh(s)k.
Lemma 19.4. Let y() be the boundary normal geodesic starting from y 2 @M ,
and s > 0 be such that d(y(s); y) = d(y(s); @M). Let z 2 @M and t > 0. Then the
following 3 assertions are equivalent.
(1) t > d(y(s); z).
(2) There exist a neighborhood    @
 of y and  > 0 such that
M( ; s) M(@M; s  ) [M(z; t  ):
(3) There exist a neighborhood    @
 of y and  > 0 such that for any h 2 C10 (  
(0; s))
kuh(s)k2 = kP@M;s uh(s)k2 + kPz;t uh(s)k2   (P@M;s uh(s); Pz;t uh(s)):
x 19.3. Main theorem
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 19.5. Let (M; g) be a connected Riemannian manifold with compact
boundary. Suppose we are given the boundary spectral projections of the Neumann Lapla-
cian on M . Then these data determine (M; g) uniquely.
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Proof. We take y 2 @M and solve IBVP (14.1) with data in a small neighborhood
of y. Then by Lemma 19.3, we can determine whether or not y([0; s]) is the shortest
geodesic to @M by using BSP. By Lemma 19.4, if y([0; s]) is the shortest geodesic to
@M , we can compute d(y(s); z) for any z 2 @M by using BSP. Lemma 17.10 shows
that by varying y 2 @M and s 2 [0; (y)], i.e. for s such that y([0; s]) is the shortest
geodesic to @M , we can recover all points x 2 M . With the aid of Lemma 19.4, one
can compute d(x; z) for all x 2 M and z 2 @, i.e. all boundary distance functions by
BSP. We can then reconstruct M topologically using BSP by Lemma 16.1. By Lemma
18.10, we can recover the metric by BSP.
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